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Vision & Mission
Should I take the threat seriously? Would someone really harm my

family? Should I be worried about civil unrest?

At J2 Risk we have decades of experience helping clients answer these

difficult questions. Our vision is to provide practical, professional, and

unmatched security for our clients – from event security to social

unrest.

All of our agents must have experience with US Military Special

Operation Units or federal intelligence agencies – assuring you that

you’re in the best hands possible.
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We fulfil our vision by offering access to the following specialty security

services:

The J2 Risk Security Operations Center. We monitor social media, law

enforcement, and open sources to gather intel for our field staff.

Quick Response Force: Our highly credentialed agents can be

mobilized locally within hours – with full medical and emergency

communication capabilities

Protective Details. Our team will develop a security plan in response to

the present risk, with dedicated operators on site.

1
Contact us at

1-800-276-4026 2
Meet with our 

Security Director 3
Relax.  You’re in 

good hands.
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Meet Our Team
J2 Risk’s local team in the Twin Cities is comprised of 16 highly certified and credentialed former military

special operations personnel. Meet two of our leading agents…

John N.
John N. has over 30 years of experience as a member of
the US Army Special Forces (The Green Berets),
originations within the US Government, and the private
security Industry. He is a highly skilled operator and
executive protective agent.

John has worked in many high-risk areas of the world from
the Middle East, Africa, Central and South America, Asia,
and southwest Asia.

John's assignments have been in multiple leadership
positions as a Long-Range Surveillance Team Leader in the
first Gulf War to a Special Forces Team Sargent in charge of
a Military Freefall ODA for multiple tours in Afghanistan
and Iraq.

Currently, John has been conducting executive protection,
kidnap for ransom services, recovering personnel from
parts of Africa to Central and South America. He is
conducting special activities in support of US National
security programs. John is currently providing training and
protective services to US Special Operations units for
various operations and planning.

Quentin C.
Quentin C. is an experienced protective agent and
special forces operator. He served as a Special Forces
SFC (E7) 11B40 Reconnaissance Platoon Sergeant and
personal security detail for the Battalion HQ staff.

His responsibilities included, Tactical Commander/
Team Leader, coordinating all aspects of movement,
route planning, threat analysis, coordination, and
mission briefing. Responsible for motorcade
operations and overall perimeter security at a venue
site.

Quentin has executed hundreds of personal
protection details. He has designed and conducted
personal safety and risk assessments, liability
assessment, and provided on-going protective and
security services for confidential executive clients. He
has coordinated transportation and safety procedure
programs for personnel and products.
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Work With Us

The very core of risk mitigation is

preparedness. While civil unrest is very

difficult to predict, the conditions present

today point to a high probability that the

current political climate will cause more

unrest.

• All agents are booked for 12 hours

shifts and billed at a flat rate of $2800

per shift.

• A single $950 charge for

transportation into the market will be

assessed for each agent.

• Contracts must be signed by all

parties who will be covered.

Our team of hyper-qualified protective

agents are in extremely high demand. If

you sense that a security risk is imminent

call us now.

Term & Conditions

Each agent will be in communication with

a security operations center and will be

informed of conditions throughout the

region. All agents are licensed, insured,

and have First Responder certifications.
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J2 RISK Around The World

Branch Offices

J2 risk Advisors has a network of licensed investigators and protective agents throughout the world. We staff

offices in Minneapolis, MN; Denver, CO; Scottsdale, AZ; Houston, TX; Miami, FL; Washington, DC;

Scottsdale, AZ; and international offices in the EU, UK, Middle East, Pacific Rim, and South and Central

America.
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